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duled to return to Florida today.
as Chandler) but my heart doesn't
sport, governing body in the U. S. on are
I places getting
legislation.
acquainted
rgovernor of Illinois."
with
belong
to
E
'Happy' but to the' voters.

Bandit Holds Up.
Bank, Gets Away
With $37,000

Per yard.,
per yard'
: Available
From, Iniberglase Available

:OTTONS

Road

Demos Shocked
At Ike; But
He Beats Adlai

anl Stout
oements
Here

'Um

Ike Lashes
Back
At

l

[Murray Hospital

Truman

Irish Make Off
With Masterpiece

_
Mrs. Lou Ross
Passes Away

Troop 86 Follows
George Rogers Clark
Trail Last Week
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‘....ns.•!riation yf he Murray Ledger The Calloway runes and Me
W. 1920 and the Wess Kentuckian. January
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WILLIAMS PUBLISHER

I. reaprw the rtght tc reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor
Public Voice items which in ow opiwor are not for the beer
-wrest o our readers
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Barker Has
Solution To
I Divorce

By .AcLINE MOSBY
United Press Staff Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD
- Jess Barker
has i solution to the clivJtee
Fate in Hollywood: Wives should
stay away from divorce lauyms
and WOI k out their problems at
home

41Ib

•
•

•••
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entered at inc Post Office Murray Kentucky. tor'anscalsaion
Secand Class Matter
ATBSCRHYTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray
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PARKS. ARE HIT A BLOW
Alb

•
he move is on, in our opinion, to tear down 'the state
park system in Kentucky and to destroy good will
and attractions. that have taken years to build up.
We make this statement because of a 'release by Mrs.
Ben Kilgore, director of the Division of Parks for the
State of Kentucky, in which she announces that a charge
will in4vs- be mlide for people to swim in state parks.
We don't believe Mrs. Kilgore could have struck a
more staggering blow to the beaches in the state, if she
:lad placed a charge to enter the park proper.
Free beaches., in our opinion, have been the largest
hawing card in the state 'parks. !Ittt only that, it afforded those residents who Wed in the park areas, an excelcut place to swim. .
Mrs. Kilgore said that by charging for use of the
swimming area, the crowd-s could be cut down in size
so that a better control could be•obtained as far as _life
.
guards. etc.. are concerned.
We agree that safety measures should be yarfied out
and that control should be 'maintained. hOwe'ver following the same line of thinking if she pIiged $1.00 in:
stead of 25c fur-adults. sire coul
le the crowd still
further and save on more life ard expense.
We think Mrs. Kilgore ams,sed the' boat as far a:
:he intention of the stat
arks is concetned. They were
!onstructed for peoV to enjoy.
Free swimmIJgattracted many, many people. 'which
sccounted for uch of the income from the park system.
3y. makin A nuisance charge for use of the swim-mineich incidentally was paid for by the taxpayer.
ore,..th-ink the entire atmosphere of the park system will
,
73e. changed.
We can give another good reason for not charging
for swimming also. Before the swimming areas in the
parks were prepared, people swam anywhere around the
lake edge, with resulting loss of lives due to lack of
supervision.
ale
Charging for'swimming will only make a large numter of peoplO resume this dangergus practice. We pre-didthat iieathi from _droAning wilT be onthe increase
The state park system. as inaugtjtated. was to make
Kentuckians more cognizant of the richness of Kentucky
resources to provide areas of recreation, and to draw
tourists to Kentucky.
Many people inside Kentucky visited state parks
just te swim, and at the same 'time enjoyed other phases
3f the system. Many persons visiting in Kentucky,1 felt
:hey were getting something for 'nothing by having the
ieaches open to thein. thus were attracted to come again.
The placing of the nuisance charge comes under the
heading of a -diminishing returns proposition." The
park system will suffer far trn,re from it than it will ever
lain.'•
We sincerely hope that Mrs. Kilgore is not under
the irapression that ih'e park system must show a finanjai gain in order to make a good showing. We will be
perfectly satisfied if they just break even.
The principal purpose in having the parks is for
-ecreation and to draw tourists to our state.

a
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•

•
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10 Years Agili This Week
Ledger and Times File
April 1946
The churches of Murray are hissing a three-how.
service ,in commemoration of the death of our Saviour
- in the First Christian Church from twelve noon to thret
o'clock in the afternoon.
Between'tthe hours of 2 ands-3 in the afternoon the
bank
Aveal Ge---(Tose& -tiris—enataing
employees as well as customers to attend the service.
Joe M. Ward spent la-it weekend with his mother,
Mrs. Ethel Lassiter, North 14 St, He has completed his
college work at the University of Kentucky and will
receive his deirrce as art major in June. Mr. Ward is
now employed with the Art Department of the Baptist
Sunday School Board in Nashville, Tenn:
, The Junior Class of'New Concord School is entertaining the seniors by taking them to Lookout Mountain and
lther points of interest along the way. They plan to
leave Friday and return on Saturday.
Mrs, W. P. Howe. sister of Mrs. J. D; Rowlett. died
last weekend at her hoe in Pennington, N.J. Nfrs. Rowlett was at her sister's bedside sevei-al weeks prior to
her death.
' ichow-n
g.-,
—rhea ^hr,
nic
pnychiatric disease are catilied h,
factora yet Unknown and fill hal;
our hos-Ojai beds," he said Dr
Eabing -made the staterwrit befr.re
DETROIT II'
A
the American College of Apothe•
men'sl health exp#:
,utioned
caries at its annual meeting here
against "kiddiug out,is es MO,
He sa.d new "ataractic drugs*
newly devel.,ped Lanquiliria drugs
quiet certain overactive', patient
will empty menial hospitals."
and tranquilize some 1 the d.s-.
.-.:inrinnati turbed but emphasized that cause.
H,wa,d D
.st, warned ',piece of many mental diseases still must
neurphy#
still were many forms of mental be learned before mental hospital
illness about • which nothing. IS beds are vacated.

Drugs Will Not
Empty Hospitals

was grateful to Producer _Albert ,actur cheerfully declared that_ his
..-1McCleery for giving him the ,time- plans" include "to keep working."'
back role.
Currently he..5 !Nina with friends
and "Dying to collect more then
"This show is an ado. a' dream. five theuscind bucks people owe nit'
he said enthusiastic ally as la: around town."
waited for , 3 rehersEil. at NEC.
to stage,
are n
y ro'age
nervous
te
hrovso
euscloaste
is
'
anp
strn. or-"1 T‘
ao
-uur!thM
'
a m idoepase,n
"
•
wsitchm'ial
but I think it's great.
grin.
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— MARKET REPORT —
Sales Each Tuesday at 2:00 O'clock

Now
up his
demand
appears
winning
duami

that Barker has cleared
personal life he's bock in
in Hollywood. Today he
on hual7s Emmy-award,,
daytime color television
-Ntitince Theater," in a
' \inn. He said he

CUE SUSAN
GABLE HAYWARD

Good Quality Fat Steers
Medium Quality Butcher Cattle
Baby Beeves
Fat Cows, Beef Type
Canners and Cutters
nulls
•

$16.00-17.90
14.00-16.00
15.00-19.00
10.50-13.00
6.00-10.00
10.00-14.50

1 VEALS —
Fancy Veals
No, 1 Veals
No, 2 Veals
Throwouts

23.30
21.00
18.90
6.00-15.50

;10G5

latoraca

IOFFORI

•

April 10, 1956

4011•SCCPE • CAN 11# 'a.
01
,

anseee,

•

TOTAL HEAD 612

'MURRAY
DRIVE-IN

THURSDAY & FRIDAY

LISTEN TO WNBS
Each Sunday at 8:15 r.m.
Hear
"HOW CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE HEALS"

Murray Livestock Co.

"I've done three live TV Mamas.
Barker is back at work on a This is my first modern-dress
flourishing r2w cireer and trying one."
Has tittle Money
to forget his numerous personal
"ironfesscd in a recent
,
Bai ic.ey
difficulties that make him a uncottrYappearance for a paternity
ner-up to Dick Haymes in the
snit brought by actress Yvonee
trouble' dept.
Doughty that he had only a coup:.
T day
But the affable, handsome actor of dollars in his
has one last observetiOn on the
situation fter headlines appeared
on the Jeanne Cram -Paul Brinkman break. Miss Crain hired the
mine-- 'attorney as did Barker's
eirnate. Susan Hayward.
Back In Demand
-They'll do the same thing to
him they did -to" me." he said
Sadly. -And Jeanne has four chit-

PARACHUTES polka dot the Greenland sky as a combat battalion
at the 82nd Airborne division lumps near Thule. It's a. tactical
exercise to provide traMing In extreme cold weather and ice cap
cendiUons. Deten.lor photo,
4laternationai Soundpho to)

"Ye4.. things are het:er for nie
And future romantic plans?
now and .
some other otters a:e
-1 don't go out with any.ne .rc
coming up. But I did well before particular." Barker said firmly
all this happeneA, I've been an "No. I haven't sworn ,off worne.t.
actor for 20 years. you know. And
a lot of people don't know I came
from the stage.

Who can do that But I can't say
anything about future marriagLs1M still legally married as .there
has been no funl demi,"

'I

180 to 230 pounds

14.50

•

io Yo7
u4ABLE
. :
•
- 11111..

.SWEET SUE — CUT-UP - PAN READY

•

Lettuce

FRYERS

lb.
35c:
Worthrnore Bacon lb. 25c

Celery

•

Cr. Onions

Pure Pork Sausage

Radishes
10C

Green Beans
2 lbs. 35c

Bell Peppers
lb. 30c

Fresh Yellow
Squash
lb. 15c

Lemons
doz. 29c
Grapefruit
5c Each

lb. INUC;

Bagwell's — 12-oz

Straw berry Preserves- - - 27c i-ofmon stvpHmea'ARIer

3ETTER FOR nOMPLEX101 C tRE

Big Brother

than any Leading Toilet Soap,
Floating Soap or Cold Crean

Crushed Pineapple - - - - 97c

RIGOUR

46-oz Can

19e

Grapefruit Juice
Green and White

6E,

303 Can

sal

4 bars 25e
PALM01.1%, c . rur MilDFcT .'r THEM ALI I

10c
Lima Beans
Vienna Sausage - - 2 cans 19c

MID - WEST
ICE CREAM
/
1
2 gal 59c
qt. 49c
Miracle Whi
Ballard Or Pillsbury Biscuits can loc

Salad Dressing

Wesson Oil Qt J., 59c Spw Drift 3lbs. 89c
Cracker lb. 19c Baby Food 3 29c
Crackers box 35c Dial Soap 3bars 37c
$1.99
19c Dog Food
Cookies
Fl

H

AVOR KIST

n

CLUB

(hoc

36

25 lbs

Count

10111111NAM

Yellow
Onions

JOHNSON
'S
CROEERY

77:-REE
DE4IVERY

ROY
196

5 lbs. 2.5c

.v.^,"/I

(
7
1
)
4

Dt./.
/11

bretka.

•
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••••

S

...41111111114
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Revenue Man
Hunts Down
9Entertainers

IS
P..171•

N
•I

- Francis

•

By ALINE MOSBY
Unitei Press
Vorrespondent
HOI I.YWOOD iC,
Culbez tson is an affable, handsome
man but this month he does not
win any popularity prises with
movie and
V stars.
l2tilbertl'an has the world's only
job cf chasing down entertainers
who get behind on their income
tax bill.
He's a member of the Bure•.,u

4

7.90
6.00
9.00
3.00
0.00
4.50

- MURRAY, KY.

C;F: TTTRFP,

bast Al: civitted with them Tuescompanies behind in their tax.
day morning.
"Show people often have di[i.
culties because their withholding
Mrs. 011ie .-Sanders of Missour
tax is often not sufficient to cover
is visi'.ing with her sister, Mrs
the income tax. Also, many eters
Atley Jackson and Mr. Jackson.
are poorly advised by their business
Mr. and Mrs. Charley Calloway
chilFrom now until April 15 celeb- managers. Many lake deductions
and
Al'ion
Mrs. WiloLurr:
have been visiting Mr. and Mrs
of
rities, like any taxpayer, are chew- that are not permitted."
Ray
dren, Sherry a n d Jan
Gistaw MoSwain for the past few
ing their pencils over their deducMichigan visited with her mother, days.
Culbertson
advlses
many
show
tions. Later Culbertson takes over
Mrs. Nora Dodd of Locust Grove
Mr. and Mrs. Firm•an Bucy of
to talk to those who are tardy bbsiness celebrities about deduc- community last week. Mrs, HerMichigan are visiting Mr. a n d
problems, Esther
with their payments. Orson Welles, tions and other
Mrs. Coy Hutson and Itrr. Bucy's
example, can claim
Mario Lanza and Errol Flynn are Williams, for
:adillacs in the actor's garage. mather and other relatives in the
swimming
pool
as
a
deduction
her
among many stars who have been
sold Chico Marx' coun',y.
because she works in it every Recently he
in hock to Uncle Sam.
:nembership in Bitterest Country
Mr. and -Mrs. ELn4en
Cha:iney
day. But Bing Crosby and Ralph
taxes.
------Seven Collectors
Edwards can't claim their toupees— Club for back
deduction
one
has
Culbertson
-There are seven of us collectors even if they wear them only to
on 14, own income tax: The
and we collect about four million work.
papers. He
"Toupees are ruled as personal motion picture trade
dollars a year in back taxes,"
:cads them to f;nd out who's in
expert
"Why.
right
dignified
tax
said.
explained.
the
.use,"
Culbertson
town.
now I alone have 165 cases—both of "So is capping teeth. Certain types
"I read about one actor who was
!ndividuals and of film producing of clothing used for work are
blonde on the
deductible. Also trips to New York enterti ining some
sunset strip on a visit." Culbertson
to do TV shows."
;tinned. "He was so surprised that
Watches Television
get'
Culbertson has to keep up with I found out he was in town. I
from the
show business to check his delin- a lot of information
st s. He watches televisim gossip columns."
ouent
The celebrities don't hide when
closely in case he sees a delinquent
however. As
actcr working -the tax man will they see him coming.
Culbertson concluded philosophicaltry to attach his pay check.
Sometimes he has. to pay a star's ly, -there's no escape—death or
taxes by selling one of the three taxes"

of !Menai Revenue's motion picture
and television tax unit— a special
group set up because show people
have so many headaches with their
income taxes.

Buchanan
News

and children were Saturday night
and Sunday visitors of Mr. and
Mr. Gilbert Sanders and Louise.
Glenn and Rita are remaining foi
several days visit With their grandparents.
Litle Mick nd Patsey Freeland
of Mayfield are spending the week
with grandparents Mx. and Mrs
Mason Freeland and daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. William Cherry
and children were Saturday nnrht
and Sundy visitorsa of Mr. and
Mrs. Rupert Sanders. Other visitors
wt)re Mr. and Mrs. Gis'.aw Mc-

L.. -1 01.
, s.
Swain and Mr. and Mrs. Herbert! MISS
with Miss Nancy Grubs Sunday
kis:al and .hildren.
Miss Janice Alton spent Friday afternoon.
,ight with Miss Judy Williams
Mn, nad Mr;7177arrTa7777
ind Judy spent Saturday with ;Mil children were Sunday s'.sitors
Janice.
of Mr. and Mrs. Chester Can.
:lady'
.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Williarris and children.
Ind children frc.m near Paducah
Bra. Harold Wilson Of Union
were Sunday afternoon visitors of University of Jackson visf.ed Mr
Mr. and M.s. Ross Williams and and Mrs. Raymon Hutson over the
daughters.
weekend.
Mr. aid Mrs. Thomas Clay',on,
Mrs. Rupert Sander's. and -.Mrs
O'f Nashville spent the weekend Herbert Alton visited Mrs. Torr.
with his
Mr. and Mrs. Vaughn in Mtirray Monday. •
Eilburn Clayton.
"Browne"

rarnits,

Come see,you'll save at /14P...with

200 FREE
Potted Plants

3.30
1.00
8.90
5.50

v.----',/
1 4-Y.--;,„,.. r,

-S

l
IptoS\'...•-,c

4.50
ismiumao

a

By HOOD

YOU

Will Be Given
To The First 200
Ladies Who
TRY ON
A Pair Of Our

NOT MUCH LEFT TO REPAIR
via

CUT UP -TRAY PACKED

Frying Chickens

Footwear

SUPER RIGHT
BLADE CUT CHUCK

Beef Roast
Pork Loin Roast END
Slab Bacon
Canadian Style Bacon
LOIN

STARTS TODAY

LB.

45' ""
CUT

39'
35'
29'
79'

LB.

UT
PES
RIZRI
E GCHT
S
AU
NY

Our Spring Canvas Shoe Showing

LB.
SUPER MONT
ANY SIZE CUT

Many Styles and Colors To Choose From

—Headquarters For Children's P-F Canvas Shoes-

FAMILY

Bananas

Milk company creamery
TORNADO DAMAGE to the Ct.rnation
there doesn't
(above highway) in Berlin, fis., Is so complete
(below
appear to be much left to repair. Damage to • factory and
Inhighway) Is even worse. The tornado killed eight persona
internutsonat Solasdpeoto)
jured 50 in this area.

GLENN C. WOODEN, Owner

10
(

BUNCH

10
(

nnz

290

lb. 10c

8.1;1 49'

JUICY FLORIDA

3 ears 29c
8 lb. bag 39c

FLORIDA SWEET YELLOW

Grapefruit, Duncan

Cantaloupes

SIZE

Ea.

29c

Cut Green — 303 Can

Beans

29c

Qt.

39c

Colonial

lb. 23c

Excelio

YELLOW EYE PEAS - PINTO BEANS

Lawn

12-oz. can 33c
SORGHUM

Come In To See This
Outstanding Buy Before
You Get A Mower

Pinto Beans

MOLASSES

Peas

/
1
2-gal. 95e

50

L
IA
% $299

--

4

PEGS.

19'

Gz

CAMPFIRE
ECONOMY
PACK

sc'x

4

T. 59e

SWEET
MIDGET

CANS

LB.
BAG

Pinto Beans BET,,,T." _
5
Luncheon Meat IM1-1.
iiic47,..EC
White Corn
.
Grapefruit Juice ASP
2
Orange Juice
Apple Jelly
2 JAN
Sunnyfield Flour
dexo Shortening
3
Eight O'Clock Coffee 3
$23'
MPremium Crackers
Townhouse Crackers sELLE- MEAD!
Hydrox Cookies

11-0Z
CAN
It OZ.
CAN

W
RE'
HI
FI
:
IE

OZ
CANS

44 0Z
CAN

ASP

LB

FARM BRAND

49'
29'
10'
39'
29'
29'

SELF
RISING

LB
CAN

PURE
VEGETAP LE

I -LB
B AG

1-LB.
BOX

I-LB.
BOX

11-02
BOX

73
(
79'
25(
33'
25(

JAR

CLABN

93'

QUART
BOTTLE

63'

JANE PARKER

ENRICHED D
WHITE soread
Rhubarb Pie
Orange Chiffon Cake ".:
Danish Nut Ring
Cocoanut Bar Cookies

7

1 1,4 LB. Ild
e
LOAF
S-IN.
SIZE

RJFAGNE.,=:11C. ER

EA..

DELICIOUS
JANE PAD HER

rkSTRY _

_

PARKER

EAPEG.

39'
45'
33'
25'

SHARP

Cheese 59'
lb

Domestic Swiss Cheese
ourA
ttLTT
E
Silverbrook Butter
Cottage Cheese Brit
S1Lt
"
ST

Ls- 59°
IS
IOLL
.

12-01

61°

24c

25'
_2
2' 2 BLABG 23' Ballard's Biscuit
Krafts Parkay Oleomargarine'dq 32'
ql
f. I
S RO
EV
AE
DNY - -

813G
RIT
EDP IDAIG. 1

Carrots

BUTTER
KERNEL ----

PEGS.

16-0Z.
CAN

29'
49' Krafts Macaroni Dinner _ _2 ;i-e°A.
36'
Sweetheart Soap 3 s 28 2BLARS 27' Salad Dressing
274
2
Camay Soap Bar
Gerber's

1131111011t

FBO
A0
BY
D

3

JARS

410

STRAINED

5

JARS

KRAFTS
MIRACLE WHIP

16 OZ.
JAR

AB Prices In This Ad Effective Through Saturday, April 14th
•Ang'KA

* OPEN ALL DAY SUNDAY

BARS

Morgan & Albritten Grocery

Ajax Cleanser

Telephone 1800

GASOLINE and OIL

49'
69"

Food

GOLDEN

Swanee Toilet Tissue __ _4 Na 49'

MINNOWS - LUNCHES - FISHING TACKLE - ICE - COLD DRINKS - GROCS.
* OPEN UNTIL 8:30 EACH EVENING

DELICIOUS
CONFECTION

'
7

ONE STOP FOR FISHERMEN

New Concord Road

$

PINT
- - BOTTLE

LUNCH MEAT

Mowers

10 Cans 88c

I

Fluff° Shortening tali 35' 3
I'"
33e
Wesson Oil

TEMPT

GR. NORTHERN BEANS - BUTTER BEANS
MANY OTHERS — SIZE 300 CAN

50 SAGLI3 219

Paramount Pickles

lb. 59c

Nabisco Premium

HOMINY - PORK & BEANS - SPAGHETTI

The Complete Plant

REGULAR

Marshmallows

ROUND STEAK

lb. 83c

10c Crackers

79,

I

Cracker Jack

lb. 29e

150)

LB

SUNSHINE

ALL MEAT

CANTELOUPES

Orange Juice 27c Coffee

VIGORO
REGULAR

BOLOGNA

2
5

FANCY

ASP.
OWN

VINE RIPENED JUMBO TEXAS - 36 Cr 45

BLBG
A

BIG
10-0Z.
PKGS.

Apple
A P

1-LB,
CELLO BAG

FRESH
FANCY QUALITY

0

3 85

CAPNI

DRESSED
WHITING( LB

CALIFORNIA
FULL OF

11)27c

lb. 25c1 1 CARROTS

Salad Dressing
46-oz. Can

10(

lb

BANANAS
LETTUCE .... 2 hda. 25c

SUPER RIGHT
RINDLESS

Oyster Stew Soup
Ocean Fish

lb. 25c

Li. 1 NA r /1,1114
WAXED

BREAKFAST BACON

GOLDEN YELLOW

4-doz. Size

CENTER
CUTS

Fish Sticks

SLICED

IS

LB.

oi LB.
ia CAN

JAR
1B'

Cucumbers
Carrots ',Zs".
Green Onions =E.'.
Anct
Lemons
Egg Plant
Oranges
Corn

920 Fle so
A
.p 9

TOMATOES

SUPER RIGHT
ALL MEAT

45'.
Skinless Wieners
79°
Spiced Luncheon Meat
79'
Pork Chops (cLTT'S L. 39')
___2
.
79'
Thick Sliced Bacon

2Lbs 29c Strawberry 2 59C
3 Fo. 25'
Sauce 4

LARGE
FRUIT

Tomatoes, bulk

Cr. Beef
EVERY
:
.4
10 3lbs. 85c
-4'474k
, MYERS
A‘-h
L. 37c

IL

:
RP
E A )1Y

.
35

ANN PAGE PURE PRESERVES (10c off DcaP

GOLDEN RIPE

SHOE STORE

0

lb.

CAP'N JOHN FRIED
*Because. meat represents about 25% of
your food budget, it's important to know
AbP's -6,sper•Right" Quality is • reliable
standard of top swat value.
Fres you that whatever
"Super-Rightirg
s Qualty•Rght . .
you choose at
Prepared•Righl .. Sold.
Controlled-The,
R,ght and Pri,--

WOMEN'S and SMALL CHILDREN'S CANVAS
SHOES INCLUDED

•

MEATS1

For good, solid value, you ''can't beat AthP's "Super-Right" quality meats.
You always get fine quality cuts, trimmed to give you most for your tiwney.
For tops in taste and value .,.. you're right with "Super-Rig4t,:l

CANVAS
•

CAN PUT YOUR TRUST IN
"Super -,Right" Quality*

•
*a.

or

WA 27'

PO.1114051 0000 ail ILES

IIINC I

*KAI ATLANTIC I ?ACME TEA CO..,ANY

855

•

.GE YOUR
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Women's Page

Club News
Weddings

Jo Burkeen. Editor. . . Phone 694-M-4 or 763-J
-Mrs. A. G. Wilson
Elected Chairman
Sigma Department
ror S.gma Depart:nee: of

PiEes On Pounds

Activities
L cats

Mrs. Fred Gin;les Is Guest Speaker For 1Mrs. Roy Devine To
Meeting Of The Murray High FHA Chapter Attend DAR Meet -

Mrs Roy Devote is planning to
,
attend the 05th Continental Conthe --The Murray }Ugh FHA rd as tonic,
gress of the National Society of
Murray Wsimane Club Mot at the . regu:ar meeting on March ,26 at
Mrs. C;.ngles discussed an old- the Daughters of the American
Parte/es a wiener roast on--Is:at-thirty o'elock in the evening. I
C.
is
very
Unusual
anid
craft that
Monday, Apial
9. at
sax-ttarty The meeten WaS called to order 1 interesting. The craft shov..edi I hew Revolution `..o be held in Washington, D. C.. APrll-16-20.
- oy the president, Juretta Fox, with I
ot_lock .n trio eveLing.
: new and old business being ais., designs and flowers c•uld be made
The elect:on of national officers
'showed a
I of women's hair. She.
Followirig the wiener roast the :eased.
-e
, pacture ieneaseeng flowers made will be held. Mrs. Devi.ie is th.'
group ass mbled in the Girl Scow
The president introdueed Mrs.; of hair and ihterwoven with email regent for the Ice?! chapier. Mrs.
cab.n for a bueness session_
Fred Gingles who spoke to the eea:ts. This type of M.ture is J. D. Pettrson of Benton as also
New ofecers elected for t h e: grpap On. "Hootees F o r Girls". seldom found today outede of expeeed as attend.
club yea
l9e6-57 were Mrs. A. Theaugheut her d.scussior. she Imuseums. Another picture of inG Wilsar, taa.rmani Mrs. G T spoke on interesting hubbies and :ere?. was made of dried pansies
TO
Lilly, vas> aerrnan: Mrs Joe B. i how they meld serve as a nerv.:. ' from her back yard The four
see;.
Sims.
.......Mrs. Gus 'Robertyear. old pans.es still retained the
son. Jr.,
Mrs. Walls Pare. in w.il open her
natural color of blue and yellow.
The speaker also told about the home on Nome Tenth Street for
The re: ring efficers are M.
nastory of hr family she is writ- the meetirg of the Captain WenWitham E
Wallace. cha,rrnai
ing. Ilia book will be published dell Oury chapter a/ the DaughEtna Puraom Outland, vice-clear
.ers of the Amer can Revolutali
man; Mrs. Allen Russell. secretary. . The Maatie Bell Hays Circle ot Ar_ first at June. It contains the to be held Saturday. April 14,
history
of
over
5.000
meribers
of
Mrs. elamece, Crass. Jr treasure: the Woman's Seeety of e'er:stein
steerher family. starting with one of at two-th my
Sete ase of t It e first Mstlericlist
Those serving as hostesses Monher great-great grandfathers Atha ncen.
Church met in the soc.al hall of
•
was born in Scotland in 1776. She
day even..-14 were M. Purdam
Serving sae _cahostess with Mrs
v- educational building of
'the riTe7
has spent much time in research Pardons will
Outland. Mrs N. B Eles, Ma.
be M.'s. Garnet.
April
9.
.he c..m.a. on Monday.
1 .0 - borate all the mzenbers of her Jones. Me,. Roy D eiee. 'regent.
Crass- Jr. and Mrs. Ben, at seeen-th.rty eelurk in the
family'. She eressed ths• :Inport- urge; all members to attend.
nie Serarer-s.
•
everarig a . -- .
anee of keeping accurate and comM es Kathleen Patterson was in plete family records, and volunthe paagrarr. on the teereci -to help any member of the
abj;:rt . "Ches* an
Disepleship Club who wit:d 13 learn' mar.]
led " Th ase s kale part in the about the history of her family
Ms Rey Farmer. She states 'any -ferrety history is
ro sin.
sa • Mary Lass,.ea, Mrs. Charles rbtaatable - if- one learns wrre to
ea lean. Mrs A 0 Wood:, Mrs. look for it".
auo evetercy. aed Miss Lot-Ye
1T,hese are may a few of- th
eiater
th ngs Mrs. Gingles dote with her
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..e:d iTt Pate.mae early in tile when e.reatiVe ability
...17 Mrs. Jae4c
et-eeese
3 as!cs., to develop. .
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. ara Mrs. 04eley, Mr.
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_ and- Mrs Matt. Spark.
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-ca. .
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TueldaY for L31.:...SVA:e to attend:
we or s..rvA 1:I:.
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r-ea Mrs
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"P-F" Camas

Shoes help
youngsters play longer in
GREATER COMFORT.

VlILF‘NIZED
for longer %tear
...Safer Itashing
Brag the chieren in today!

FAMILY
SHOE STORE

ic-nool of inMectitora
Thursday, AprIl
• • •
Tha W.. Amon Circle Grt.ve 126
TheCep_tain Wer.daale Ours cheapChet
wee natal- In the
ateock
• -.er of 'the DAR wild meet at the
a'ae4
▪
•
S. •
hoarse of Mrs. Wells Purdam
Mrs. Garnett Janes at crahostets
Friday. April 13
The N eel Murray Homemakers it two-thirty o'clock.
• • • •
't'ub will a -et at the Is ffle of
E E Srn th , at one-thirty
The Five Prant Baptist M.s.sion
lack.
Circle will m1341. at the messwn
,
•. • • •
an two o'clock.
The Weest Faze: Hernernakers
„ • • • •
'sib we: m et with Mrs Car
The Wesleyan Circle of
h e
'I.:stead at ore o'clock
WSCS of '.be First
Me thaits:
• • • •
Church will meet in the social hall
J'.17
The
Weadrer.
at the church at seven - thirty
se Club %vie meet a.. two cerlock
aelock The hostease,s Will be Mrs
- the WOW haU tr c rnp:
Ed Griffin and Mrs Julian Evans
s far Janes M SF R.::y sni
Monday. April 16
A al 21 All me:Iitbses
Thu Mu: ray Manufaireurire
oe p ,.sn•
W ,oes Club will have • dewier
..
etsaing at the Guest House a. six
—Ilitterday. April 14
,
ck.
, Murray AisscerealyaNt- 19 Order
• • • •

Glenn C. Wooden, owner

m2et: The Young Women's Claim of
f th
'
fr
"
• the Masonic }tall at one-thtrty
Fast 'Baptist Church will m-e* at
ett•ck for the scheol of ,n
-Lruc- I the home of Mrs. Morris Lamb.
I arid at seven o'ctock for the.
Souh Eleventh Street. at sev.:re
thirty o'clock.
•

TODAY
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.. Aflame V.'ith Barbaric Passions!
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Sophia Loren, a contestant in
the rally, laughlinaly confessed to
me that she had finished last.
When I asked her why, she said
she had '..e slow down on t h e
curves.

in Washington. Senator
AT A "VICTORY LUNCHEON" tn the Capitol
smack from his
Lyndon Johnson (Di, Texas, gets a clinch and
The deadwife in celebration of his -re-election- to the Senate.
Texas without
line for entry of an opposinA candidate passed in
(international Soundphoto) ;
anyone coming forth against him.

just wore a thick coat of paint.
From a man's point of view, bet.er knewn as angte, it is the etatu' :ague betty beautiful. But from, a
ehort woman's view, I can say
I've got what she's got only mint
isn't pulled in and stretchsd out,
in such obvicus curves.

,

Thouge. I had bean invited to
drive in the rally, for me it prab
ably would have b en less
r-7 Sul and heaardous than my tap
from Monte Carlo. Tne car that
came to fetch 'th. broke down. My
maid had to remain as alteaborderea
for lack .of papers. A friend wee
a tiny jalopy kindlt,. rescued .
State I didn't appear an a oeaatie! car with aficial rtumbers, my
friend and I were being abased
ind shouted at by police aaci popuace alike, especially when we unsnowingly got on the course where
the conteetants were. vieieg ter
speed records. Shrieking and wayrig us aside they aped by.

Funeral Wreaths
and Sprays
4 rtistically A rrangLid

$495
...Ashionatt,
!lot;ri

"CONTINENTAL
TOUCHES"

SHOE STORE
15th

CAPT. JOHN T. HAVViARD, new skipper of the recommissioned carosa
rier Franklin D. Roosevelt (bottom), passes to his mother, Mrs R
Hayward, of New York City, a piece of the celebration cake. His
ran, John T. Jr.. looks on. The flattop was modernized at a cost of
e48.000,000. She becomes the second largest navy vessel in the world.
About 2,000 guests attended the ceremonies at Bremerton, Watit.
The carrier will embark on a two-month cruise around Cape Horn,
While en foute to her new home port in Alayport, Fla.(International)
—
•

at Poplar - ('all 479

Glenn C. Wooden, owner
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quick
make®
cafe
curtains

enurch

11111111111!

Free: Indian /lead's instructi,n booklet ...a
cornplete collection
cafe curtain original designs ...no pattern necessary.
Ma.

It's so easy! With Indian Head Nig brand All-Purpciae Cotton you ean have full,
beautifully draped cafe curtains for as little as $2.43 a pair. Indian !lead hangs perfectly,
length-wise or cross-wise ... no need to sew a single seam All it takes to cut them
scissors. Go to our piece goods department today and get your
is saucer0and
free
instruction booklet. Indian Head all-purpose cotton rimes in 40 no-fade
colors and a wide assortment of coordinated prints .. • all machine washable.

Th. Werretne Missionary Sa
t the First Bassest Churcn e.,
ashy ei. general program meat 1-.•
a the church at two-thirty oo-a- ea

•

Murray Asaembly No. 19 Ore,
af the Rainbote for Girls will held
is regular meeting at the Masoniei
Hall at seven o'clock.

0

g

5

The Christian Women's Fe:
aap of the First Christian Chris-sr
•all meet at the church a'. tee- hirty, o'. lock.
•

• rap •
• a999 49
•
•••
ins •
• ••
0860 we. •
•• •
• lb
isms • •
• • ••• •093 .

•

The Alice 'Waters 17:'vie of
WSCS of First Methodist , Church .
meet in the soc.al hail at'
at sevenatteray o'clock
"dames LaWton Alexander. R
"7-Wrii-ith. 'and Glen Ash rale will •
noetesses.
• • • •
Th Penny Heme.nskr rs Club
ii mee P n the hum-s sq.
o'710:.k
F.:TrIcS Bo, I .it
• • •
Tuesday. April 17
Thr_t M. . • Deafir."` .nt :of , 4.
Murray Woman's Clue will have
a open mec..ng in the
!had St Church euretorium a
• ven-thirty o'citek. "Olt of Re.- .
on" lithe theme of the pragem
, i be presented by. the MuF:
Club Chorus.
• • • •

•

•

11

•

ISRAELI CHILDREN'S HOME HIT

I'-• ••••••

Color By
TECHNICOLOR - C1113
:1.1:!e
tuila,

$3.95

FAMILY

The Koksey Hcmemala
11 tenet t vett. Mrs. Ma. ,It
r."silidp a'. one thirty eclog.
• • • •

.
+ulnae4....60ibolt ••..ra

S)

"Continental Touches"
from Italy, France, Spain
. . famous European
finish
fashion centers .
off the fabulous styling of
HOOD Sun-sieps . . .
glamorously gay casuol
Shoes truellet-in
washable fabrics and
straws. Choose from styles
-leat match your mood . .
colors that complement
your casual costumes.

n

)
.‘
7.17.'

a

$3.95

of the WS'eS v.11
Circle No.
tat at two-th.rty 0',-tock with
"l's Autry Farmer. 1307 Wells
13:Seila
• • • •

Joanne D R U

a

Rossano Brazzi was a contest
ant, too, but he wasnt bragging
about how he Un end. Albert Sate
di. who played "My Son Nero" in
the movie of the same nano, won.

y..

•

'
4.'
4

,..
Errol FLYNN

•

a.
P
ri

'LOUIS CHARLES UElin., .111.. of
Ealemore, Md., weighs in at
seven pounds to show his mother
' It szems the windshield and winhow Much weight he has picked
dows os her car were broken by
tip since his premature birth on
December 18 He was bore.three eager Lois along the route. She
"...Months before his scheduled aiouldret show us any evidenceof
debut and tipped the scnles at Mack and blue sees front pinches,
telaceapound. 11 centres. Doctors though - because her dress fits
vere doubtful about his chances her like a doskin. With her it
(International) tsn't a cieeelon of wearing or not
for survival.
wearing a dress. Aatually, site
could get the same efeat if she

CANVAS HOES

LIFE

It

Ordinarily the rally would have
finished during the elm festival at.
1-eaateette 33 setlea wet. of Monte
1 Carlo, uut the festival was postponed th:s year to fall ater
Grace Kelly we-dchng.

, CARRIER 'FDR' RECOMMISSIONED

C

SOLID, THAT JOHNSON

'Swanson Was
Like Garbo
After Ride
By GLORIA SWANSON
Written For United Press
SAN REMO. Italy
---This
ehaning linee town on the Italian
Eevieria was the scene of this
year's cinema auto rally, an auto
race in which the drivers are Hall'an film personalities.

Purdoni Home
Be
Scene Of Meeting

Kathleen.Patterson
13rograni
.. Leader For
Hays Circle .1leeting .

fro

5
-

Mae

ISRAELI SOLDIERS (sipper) march through damage r'.5 raIelrees
after it was struck by Egyptian shellfire
enie
In tee latest bloody artillery exchanges in the Gars :strip area.
Cleldran are shown (lower) asleep in bunks In ten thidergiound
/international Soundnhoina I
abaltPr I's Us kosa. -

.49

neit colors$1
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36inch

89c

rotors..

. 36in rh writ%

98c

LITTLETON'S
"If ear arrerie made proripally rq an Indtan Held brand (puns bolt to pee proper teener herattoe of the fort.
e aa,a,of fad., Head colors, or if the fabric shrinho owe them 1%, tot will make good the total cots of the article."
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"Jingle" Is
Combo Of U.S.
Stars
By WILLIAM EWALD

•

iator
1 Ins
leadbout
ioto) ;

United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK IR —Great Britain's Arthur Godfrey. Hal March,
Peter Potter and Pinky Lee arrived here this week in one body.
His name is Franklin Engelmann.
Engelmann. a utile' gent who
apArts a
mustache and
suede
afflits, is known to ',he customers
of British radio and TV as "Jingle." Under that tinkly handle, he
runs a cluster of programs that
have made him almost as ubiquitous on the Brtilti 'airwaves as
static.
Engelmann has a quiz program,
a kiddie show, a disk jockey slot
and a couple of other shows in
wkich he engages in chatter. He is
gia.his country at The invitation of
Philadelphia station WPEN to give

THE LEDGER & TIMMS — MURRAY, ICY.

the once-over to American broadcasting.
Jingle pointed out That American
programs have scored a fair measure of suocess on British TV. He
singled out the George BurnsGracie Allen show and
'Married Joan" as the most popular,
but Os° gave good marks to "I
Love Lu,y," "Dragnet," "Whats
My Line." "The
Name's The
Same" and "You Are There."
He has been wa'.ching Amarican
TV during his current stay and
sees a great similarity in it to
the British brand. "You have your
Jackie Gleason and we have a
cheery comedian named Arthur
Ashey.

France took over the dominant
role in North Africa later
The surge of nationalism compelled France to grant independence
to French Morocco and Tunisia
and to offer it to Alegria.
Forces Franco's Hand
France thus forced Franco's hand
in Spanish Morocco He is now
compelled in turn to offer independence to that protectorate.
By CHARLES M. MeCANN
But Franco hopes that any conUnited Preen Staff Correspondent cessions he makes will prove, in
Generalissimo Francisco Franco the long run, to be a gain and not
of Spain is bidding for a big role a loss. ,
in North Africnn affairs.
Franco's negotiations with Sultan
Mohammed Ben Youssef of Morocco, starting today in Madrid, open
a new phase in the entire North
African sivation.
These negotiations, specifically,
will cover only the 18,009 square
miles of Spanish Morocco.
But Franco intends to a4 make
them his first move in an attempt
to build up Spanish influence and
prestige in North Africa generally.
Franco is pridefully mindful that
Spain's ties with Arab North
Africa extend back 450 years.

Franco Bids
For Position
In Africa

"T'ou have your Ed Sullivna and
we have a Sunday show at the
Palladitnn wi',11 Tom Trin'der, atugh I must say Trinder is a bit
more animated.
"Altogether, the material offered
and the technical quality of our
aelevision and yours is about the
same. About the only differnece is
in advertising," said Jingle with a
mild look of reproof.
"Our advertising is not contained within the actual- framework of the program. Yours. . .
well, you know whaa yours is."

WALKOUT AT SWISS VILLA

WEST GERMAN Chancellor Konrad Adenauer and daughter, Mrs.
Reiner, leave the village e-hurch near Lugano, Switzerland. The
chancellor was staying in a villa in Porza, and reportedly walked
out after complaining of Insufficient heat. The owner of the
villa hail been criticized for Fascist affilliationa with the old
Mussolini regime. Adenauer Wok up residence at the famed

49

•

On Saturday the voting board
had ano'.her problem A team captain one James A. Abell. whose
registration area is on the fringe
of the district — way out — was ,
about to take his forms out. Just
before he left, the hospital called
s and said Mrs. Abell was about
Present him with an heir. The registration forms were a little late
in arriving. It was a boy
forms finally got to ihe right
The copyright section of the L
brary of Congress sometimes gem requests to copyright song teiirratty, some late The folks on'
there were a little startled wher
two claims came in at the sarn ,
torte, none related One was a so:
titled -Spring Is Here.- The other
"Santa Claus El Here."

Enrs

SUNIOWER

?j1

g

elf_sirigeoRK MEAL MIX
Now! Enjoy the taste of cornbread that's
really light and fluffy as a summer clot./
. . . As rich and flavorsome as grandmother ever baked. Here's why. Sewruol.vsa Self-Rising Corn Meal Mix has
Oven Magic baking powder already
mixed in. With SUNILOWIR you get perfect cornbread every baking.
-----— ------

STEPS TO MAKE
ONLY 2QUICK
MUFFINS
CORN STICKS OR
TASTY, RICN•FLAYORED
Self-Rising Corn
milk or
/
4
11
add
Meal Mix
table1 or 2 eggs, 2
buttermilk,
fresh
well.
Mix
spoons melted fat.

St:snow=
1. To 2 cups
cups sweet

muffin
corn stick or
2 Bake in hot
at 425'-450'
minutes
15
about

Bc

molds

puppies an every
cakes and hick
for earn
Msal Mix.
recipes
Ccoi
See
Sunflower SIII•alsing
sack of

•

SUNFLOWER DISTRIBUTED IN THIS AREA BY

MURRAY WHOLESALE GROCER CO.

-*a

,aar.

finest quality frying chicken

yoi-ir chicken the way ‘ou like it
conveniently

Delta Airlines g o t this letter,
whi.h was sent to its Atlanta office. Verbatim, it said:
"Dear Sir or Madam:
"Did you fill out a plane ticket
for a man' black headed about
bald, five feet nine in. Tail and
all of his teeth out which was irT)flu in the direction of Chicago or
Washington. Enclosed you will find
a starnp please let me know at
once by return mail asal haven't
heard from my husband yet."

Like Your
Chicken
By The Piece?

5c

with down-on the-farm flavor Select

at Krager.

Whole LB

Breasts ... 1. .b. 85c
Legs & Thighs lb. 69c 0
Backs
lb. 19c
Necks
lb. 10c ,1

SLAB — Center Cuts .... 33c

BACON

First Cuts LB.

25c

SAVE

Top Value

ARMOUR STAR SKINLESS

Wieners 2 89c

STAMPS

LBS

Nabisco
ARMOUR STAR, Large
LBS

--Government estimates
per cent decrease in FARM IN
:_•OME for 1956 does not retie,'
the true conditions of Kentuck,
farmers, say acme Kentucky econ.
111iStS.
The reports are for th.•
calendar year and include incom
from crops sold in January 19n.,
-- the remainder of. the tare,
1954 tobacco crop. Most of ti
1966 tobacco crop was sold b‘
the end of the year so it I
estimated that the Kentucky fain
income for the 1955 crop year
will show a decrease of mop
than 10 per cent rather tha ,
the 5 per cent indented for th,•
calendar year.
It is estimated that Kentuck‘
farmers will have from 10 t,
15 per cent less cash to spend
in 1956 than in 1955. The los,
of that income will have to b.
offset by decreasEd expenditure,.
'and the home production of fon, 1
offers one possibility for meetinv
the squeeze. With smaller clan
acreages there should be morn
time and space to devote to the
garden and other food supplies.

LB

35c

LB

SWEET 'N TENDER

5c
FRESH CORN 3

LARGE SIZE

PLANT NOW!
Large 2 Year Old No. 1

ROSE BUSHES

Storting Academy Winner

BRODERICK
CRAWFORO

37c

PEPSODEN
Tooth Paste

5 Ears

29c
EACH

GIANT SIZE

99c.

49c

ALSO A FULL VARIETY OF PATENTED ROSES - GRASS SEED
AND IMPORTED BULBS
BIG TOP IN EARLY AMERICAN CRYSTAL

Peanut Butter

49c

91
/
2 Or GOBLET

KROGER EVAPORATED

Channel 12 - KFVS
9:30 p.m. Thursday
Lay's Twin Pack-12-oz.

Potato Chips .. 59c
Tasti-Diet — 303 Can

Apple Sauce .. 25c

MILK Tancan 10c
Kroger Non-Fat

Royalty . Diced or Crushed

skimmedMilk 3

Ta Can

[Farm Facts]

RITZ
Crackers

BONELESS

Bologna 3 $1.00 Cod Fillets

Rep Leslie C. Arends. the Republican from Illinois, has sent his
congressional friends a poem to
soothe the soul during election
year. It reads:
"Among life's dying embers
"These are my regrets
"When I'm right no one CM ern bers
."When I'm wrong, no one for-

v,

took the leadership of the national- Morocco was ridden by graft and
ists in the Spanish civil war inefficiency, Franco won a name
in 1936, was centered largely in for complete honesty and for
Morocco.
hard-headed efficiency.
He went to Spanish Morocco, It was from morocco that Franco
first: as a 20-year old second set out Ii, lead the revolution of
lieutenant. in 1912 to command 1936 in Spain. The republic had
a company of Moorish troops. He -exiled" him to a minor command
quickly established a reputation in the C.mery Islands off West
for bravery in fighting rebels. Africa. uFranco flew to Morocco.
He became Spain's youngest brig- He made a landing on the Spanish
adier general in 1926, when he was south coast with Moorish troops,
33.
was given the supreme nationalist
Also, at a time when under the command, and led the rebel forces
monarchy the , Spanish army in to victory.

OffaTnmed.

Frying
CHICKEN

Whats New In
Washington

The FBI reports that duraig mm
tim.
and blossom
Easter ',1de
samoth.ng like 6,000 visitors a day
'iropmed through their exh..b.ts
Looking at guns once fired by the
unholly likes of John Dillinger, Ma
Alvin
boys,
her
and
Harker
i"Creepy" Karpis. and :'Baby Face"
Nelson. Not one gun was missing
after he mobs dwindled T h e
PSI is on the job, as always.

•

from Madrid_ iS ready to c&
business with
But he wants to keep close ties
with Spanish Morocco and also to
make Spain a potent influence
in the affairs of North Africa
generally
Foe of Communism
Especially he sees Spain as an
effective foe of the spread of
Communism along the entire southern coast of the Mediterranean.
Franco may properly be called
a real expert on North Africa.
His career, up to the time he

Kroger

as usual.

a

PAGE FIVE

eit ifteAlk ittextut TENIgi cut Le9,ciott Nee,

By HARMON W. NICHOLS
United Press Staff Correspondent
WASHINZ;TON flP —What's new
in Washington:
It hasn't been settled yet, but
',.he capital may yet remain the
only place in the country where
you can get a drink on election
day. Normally - voteless Washington residents will cast ballots on
May 1 in a "primary" to name
delegates to the nationaL political
conventions The bars around town
haven't had word yet whether they
can open for business at 8 a.m.

5

Franco's attitude on Spanish
Moroccan independence has changed radically in the last few
months. Only last December 15,
Franco said forcefully that the
time had not come to grant
Morocco freedom,
But France concluded an independence agreement with Sultan
Mohammed on March 2 as regards
French Morocco, Mohammed started demanding at once that Spanish
Morocco be given independence
also, with the two zones united.
Franco, according to dispatches

U.S. INSPECTED

Granny's Frozen Chicken, Turkey

BEEF PIES

LARD

25c Pineapple 2
8-oc. pkgs.

7 Oz Cans

4 pkgs. 89c SPAGHETTI DINNER

KROGER TENDER - TASTY

25 LB. CAN

$279

Pork
&
Beans
4
I
Good Quality Golden

CREAM CORN
Good Quality

GREEN BEANS

Welch's.
A930-ffibvalon.
?ItISIRVE OF WHOLE
,CONCOPD GRAPES

Now in a
NEW

25c

Chef-Boy-Ar-Dee

303 cans

CANS

Good Quality

49c

III

303 cans

2 cans 23c SWEET PEAS
303 cans

43c

2 cans 25c

Good Quality

303 cans

2 cans 23c TOMATOES

2 cans 23c

KROCER

Grapefruit Juice
Kroger

46-oz, Cans

46 Oz CAN

19c

Colored

Orange Juice
29c Scott Tissue - - - rolls 25e i)
Blended Juice - - - 2 cans 49c Ice Cream
I 2 gal. 79e

ECONOMY
SIZE

Kroger

7001

8-oz. jar

46-oz. Cans

Sealtest

o

•
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•

Jimmy Moyer Drill Team
To Get Honor Stays Busy
Traveling

A-Powered
Plane Is
Closer!,

lailICAGO t
— A total. of
67 Kentucky high school seniors
including 31 from Louisville and
Jefferson Ccunty. are among more
than 4.300 high school students in
the nation av,arded certificates of
merit
by
the
National
Merit
Scholarship Corperation.

Cr—

WASHINGTON l
— The Aair
Force today announced a new
move to speed development of an
atcmic-powered au-plane.
It said a $7.5 million reactor
will be built at the Air Forte's
The awards announced today
Wright Air Development Center
go to students believed to rank in
at Dayton, Ohio. It is expected
ability among the top two or three
to be completed by the first of
per cent of high school students
1958.
in the nation.
The announcement came just a
day after the Air Force reported
Names of the winners-- were
has given Lockheed Aircraft chosen from 60.000 high school
and Canvair contracts calling for seniors who took the tests last
"`urther development" of an atomic fall sponsored by the non-profit
plane.
corporation. The corporation is
The announcements seemed to administered with funds granted
indicate that the big atomic plane by the Ford and Carnegie foundaprogram has progressed tap the tions.
point where actual canstruction
Names of 504 recipients of fourof an atom airplane is about to
year permit scholarships valued
start.
The Atomic Energy aornmission at $6.000 each will be announced
valued
and its _contractors ta have been year merit saholarships
anaou
working for years on a nuclear at 16.000 each will e
power plant capable of driving May 1
airplarres-of the future indefinitely
The list of state wanners inin supersonic flight. Building the cludes:
planes is the -neat big step forward.
Herbert Van austiale. Anchorag,
The Aar 'Force said the new 1Joseph H. Mathewsina Kahlane
reactor at Dayton will be 3 10 Eleanor H .Coffey. Berea; Dana
mega-watt model. It will be abed 'W. Halpin. Nancy A. Lyon an.
to test aircraft rnater.als, c m- Gordan C. Wade. all of Covingto:
ponents and systems being dcvel- George E. Lyons. Cynthiana; Mel°
oped for nuclear-powered . planes.
B. Edmiston. Danville.' Shelby al
The Air Force said the chief Ennis, Elisabethtown:
James W Hardin. Fern Creca
feature of the facility Will be a
water-moderated and water-cooled Jon C. Crocker. Ft. Knox: Alb.-o •
reactor similar to the materials J. Schreiver. Fort Mitchell; Jam,
testing reactor the Atcmic Energy T. Mullen. Hiram T. Mudge an
Dotiald C. Nage . off of Fe: has at Idaho Falls, Ida.
: Mary M. Davis, Frankaor.
'There will be two large air Thomas.
Bastarn..Harned: Bea'
radiation test cells. a 125.000- Wilma
gallon "swimming. pool" shielding B. Fugue. Hopkinsville:
facility. saent fuel storage well Svara. Jeffersontown:
Kenneth E. Brandenburg. Patrics
and -a number of conventional
nuclear reactor facilities."
. L. Erickson. Williar% M. Fula
The reactor will be installed in and Elizabeth K Mason. Lexingtra
a heavy steel. cylindrical shell, Charl.e K. Re:d and Cy-nth.
set partly below ground in a stilkes. both of Madisonville;'Jan
gas-tight and water-proof founds- C. Dick, Mayfield:
Joseph R. Mitchell' and Andre ,,
Lion. This v.a.11 contain all radio:
activity and radiation avaainh could B. Ralph,. both of Maysville: Rob,..
conceivable arise in the remote La Baker, Mount Sterling; Jam
event of accident or faaure of any R. Moier. Munoaa Mary H. Black
burn and Susan S. Martin, be!
part of the system."
The Air Force said that the of Paducah; Anne. B. Thompa:
Amy Engineers Louisville. Ky.. Paris: Susan L Edwards and Hu:
district has supervithon pver design 0. Porter Jr.. Richmond; Benfr:
and consteuctien with Ralph M. L. ,Schilling.. South
Parsons Co. Los. Angeles. to carry Ann C. Severance, Stanrd
cut all work except constructian Ruth H. Dixon. Utica.
of he reactor itself. A contract
far design, fabrication and instillation of the reactor will be

' SALAD DRESSING

SIX FIREMEN KILLED IN COLLAPSE OF, WALL
•

•

I

FIREMEN SHOOT water Into a burning factory building In New York while others (right) hunt for
(International)
bodies in rubble of a wall which collapsed and crushed six comrades to death.

SUNNY BROOK

Miracle Whip

FRESH

Margarine

PARTY-PAK

Lb.

DELMON„TE

Sweet Pickles
NORTHERN

TISSUE

for
3
HIPOLITE

18c Sweet Corn 3 25c 11
Green Beans 2 39c
19
For

TENDER POLE

CATSUP

Qt 29c

14 0z

Lbs

25c FIETERGENT 37c
25. 29c
LINIT

2 for

411
UNDER WOOD

Large

M

29

CANDY
35c

ALUMINUM FOIL
n

SNOWY
c BLEACH

SWANSON

CUT RITE

Boned Turkey

DEVILED 1
HAM

29c

REYNOLDS

GOLD SEAL59

GLASS
WAX

M

YELLOW

SNOh DRIFT

9C

97C

WAX
PAPER dim

35c

11b. 35c
3 lb.89c

City Police Report

awarded under "competitive

PENNY DOG FOOD

after the basic facility is designed..

•
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Those lines they carry can go off, teams-24 man to the team
•
too
Take the most spectacular of
their maneuvers — the "Minute
Group In Demand
The squadron of 75 airmen hardly March." All dune with a silent
evvr gets a breather. Folks all single command. In one minute
separate movements.
over the coantry want to see their there are 120
.••
precision executions. They have at two changes a second. You have
believe. It takes ,good
caught the hand clap. since their to see to
them.
founding in 1950. of the president men to execute
The Air Force boys almost never
of the United States. Also the
presidents of Italy, Franne, Mexico. goof.
By HARMAN W. NICHOLS
The leader of the teams is S-Sgt.
Chile, Brazil, Turkey and
Ecuador,
United Press Staff Correspondent
who is called
Panama. The King and Queen of Jack F. -Wilson,
dial instructor. Jack is a handWASHINGTON IP — Don't ever Greece liked them, and so did the a
some ycung man and proud of his
say that our fly boys can't pick Queen of Britain and Sir Winston
flying suit. He has been with the
'em up and put 'em down on the Churchill.
Air Force for eight years, a rifle
Just any old body can't get into
ground.
fan from way baea there, but he
the select group.
.1 would like to have you meet' Each man assigned -is-a 'voluriteer. has been with the' drill team for
the U. S. Air Force's crack drill lae meets rigid requirements.. There only 3a2 years.
rifle team, assigned to the 1100th is the proper military bearing,
SeCurity Squadron of headquarters
Unlike golf, which produces few
fine Air Force record, the smile
command here at Bolling Field.
of the pro, and he must not left-handed stars, tennis has had
These hand-picked enlisted men be less than five-I0, nor taller than many southpaw champions. The
can do more with a rifle than a six-one.
most recent left-handed U. S.
Tennessee squirrel-hunter. except
Once accepted. the kids catch it. chamion was Arthur Yarsvn, who
that these kids don't shoot unless They must practice the pitching of won the national title at Forest
the occasion demands. They merely rifles and the footwork three to Hills in 1950.
show their skill with the manual four hours a day. They must go
of arms, done on the split of a through rigid calisthenics before
second
breakfast.
Tennis was first played in the
When occasion does demand the
Many Difficult Maneuvers
1870's .on Staten Island in New
boys are ready to act as what they
Aa-r, trainee Isn't sure—like the York bay and it mystified passang
are basically.'-- air, policemen. In baseball rookie in spring training sailors, who reached port ,aith
aaf aniargerkey ..the. squadron
he will make the team.
alaaPing— daniteg figures
is elected to guard special governThere at
all sorts of difficult playing • some kind " of strange
ment agencies in the Washington maneuvers—all of them invented game," reveals the United States
And don't challenge 'eta, by members of the first and second Lawn Tennis Association.

City polire reported that s,x
'speeders have been arrested .aoaaa
Modern women tennis players ,the past weekend. Police are
iii theirtheir abbreviated costumes owe.' .re • concerted drive on speedeea lot to Caldorna' May Sutton.• Sr. taa city limits, and warn •ths-.
'-ho shocked • Wimbledon ,erowd ther wal be dealt with if appre.n 1935 by rolling up her sleeves headed.
.n a match. Mils Sutton then
Two were arrested far pdb:
predicted .women would "soon weai—artrakeness, and two for reak.7-.
Just shorts and a pretty sweater"
Exoessive noise with autamobiles

SNARK ROARS OUT TO SEE
-C

•

16-oz. can .. 5c

PUSS & BOOTS

CAT 3 for
FOOD

TREND
SWEET SUE — CUT-UP PAN-READY

2 large boxes 39c

FRYERS
3

LBS

MANKS

89c

LB

LARGE — Sliced

or

LB

25c

20-oz. Decorated Glass

UM

WI

, DAIRIMIX

I DRY
MILK

16 Oz

39

Tempt

Lunch Meat
Can

29c

Ultra-refined CLOROX...
so gentle y st; can use it on
white n'4'3n
▪▪ • end ram
NI the some as
• en cotton
v* and
-r.nr

SALT
5c

SUNNINE

HI-HO
38c

26-oz, Box

LA-CHOY

CH:NESE FOOD
Chow Mein Noodles

1Ge
1.c

Fancy Bean Sprouts

19e
THE INTERCONTINENTAL GUIDED MISSILE Snark roars from launching cradle (upper) at Patrick Air Force L'ase, Fla., headed for
the blank vastness of the Atlantic. The Snark resembles some
awesome Interplanetary craft as Its racaet boosters flame out
Wind. Aloft and far out (lower). the racket boosters fall away
MO the Snark points Itself toward the target. The Northrup-made
UM* is powered by an Allison turbojet engire: An automatic
alehurne guidance system. utiliz:ng world's most advanced electronic equipment; enaales the Snatit to search out a target
Outwards of miles assay regardless of adverse weather or exanternatioacif BoundphotoI
Uninal temperatures.

Preserves

Twins
•

59c

By-The-Piece

BOLOGNA

39c

LAYS

79c

Lc;

CHUCK ROAST

Grape Jeiiy
MN

1

Strawberry

LARGE SKINLESS — ALL MEAT

GOVERNMENT GRADE "A"

29c

WELL
2
BAG1W

29c
PURE FRESH

GROUND BEEF

Zestee

35c

lb.

1 LB

Make Bugs Die...
before they multiply

Maxwell
House

COFFEE

89c
Iwo

use

REAL-KILL-"r?-:
BUG-KILLER
ODORLESS
STAINLESS

riNt

69c

Potted Meat
5c
CAN

•

Food
Market
LOTS OF PARKING SPACE

•

Friendly Co

•

Phone 1061'
1

1)

•
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Memphis, thinks he has all of this of shutters mire* •
• , down well-suppIled' with bushes, she can
business solved
between the two 1.0tv i..k,"
tell the salesman' at the door to
He said both netwcrks a-e gel- just go away without even steplee has dreamed up a gimmick
ting fan mail. ping _out of the tub.
ALHOM STORM and screen tr plc
' which will eliminate the jitters in
, We- t vn. who (lurked 41.14 in
tack, alumihum
windows, self
your set if you happen to live in
FINANCIN'. FARM EQUIPMENT
Morino. Alhom aluminum storm
betwixt and between-out there in -engineeeing, is no stranger 'at the
office here. Already he
doors. ABC jalousie- window, and
•
•
'a
the- hills
has on the niaeket many little is often a problem ter both the
doors. Bucy
Buileing Suppees.
Invention Eliminates Fuzz
purchaser and the lender. Toe
Phone 997,
M2C
Weoten has invented tt little box, gadgets
cost of mach:nery is high and
Do-It-All invention
for which a patent has been filed.
One is semetbing relied "mari the prilducts produced with it a.e
which he says will clean up t he
NICE LOT on South 16t17-St., one
Be HARMAN W. NICHOLS dom"-a wired-in, do-it-all • eon- cheap. Sometimes it requires Se.eek
.n...eff Maine, lot size" 75x180. United Press Staff Correspondent fuzz. The box' has three buttons
glemeration of AM-FM communi- veral years for farm machinery
A real buy for quick sale. Call
WASHINGTON
-- City folks but Wooten won't tel how they
to save enough, or increase peccations for the home.
48 or 1447.
A13C lock at a bench of channels and 'work. Things like that are an
Wen
says it will answer- the duction enough.•• to pay for its
inventor's secret.
find nr, querrel with TV
back door, the front door and even cost. Much of it is used only
CHILDERS AWNINGS. Also coolA trial run was made on tor, the side doer, will warn of firer, two or three days a year. It
The folks in the woods buy a
vent and carpores. No down payment. Home Comfort Co., Main set erne find themselves between invention. Wcoten says it worked and 'even baby sit. It can also viei.v of these things Kentuzky
be used to communicate between bank,_:J, in a recent report -Fermat 18th. Phone 1303.
A13P channels. One channel fighting the fine
tit pipe music all ovdr in`, in 1956" recommended that
other. Stuff like washboards bump"Take -M em ph is. ,iehere my rooms
BOAT, 30 foot Cris Cleft sedan ing other washboards, a Yukm brother Hoyt Wooten rue* WREC-- the house.
expenditures for machinery be kept
cruiser. Completely reconditiom.d. blizzard, and something that re- AM-TV.- he said, "It is 190 milek
It :an Dt: rigged so. when baby at a mnUmurn and that . farmers
Many' exeras. For, inform-setups con- sembles rolling venetian blinds.
!cries, a bell will ring in the master - particularly 'the" &Mall operators
from Jackspn, Miss.
tact John Shroat, Box 109, Murray, • It's enough to make a man mad
Memphis as Channel 3, which bedreom to wake up the old folk, - do more tr, dink, anti exchanging
Ky., or phone 1401-W or 1401-M. enough to turn in his set for a is CBS. Jackson has Channel 3, .or in the living room where the of machinery arming the.r neighAttlee' second hind lawn-mower.
also, but it is NBC. In the country baby sitter is watching TV or b. ra They also suggested that
more attention be given to the
A friend Cl mine, one S. D. between, a lot cf the time all curled up with a book.
BEFORE BUYING see this extra
And if en. too is taking a bath, c-re and housing cf equipment.
Wooten, an inventor man from the folks are getting is a bunch
nice 1963 ki ton Chevrolet pickup..
Reasonable. Rob Erwin, Hazel Rd.
Al2C
Phone 1758-J.

170k SALE

2, 19:-)6

•

lion styles, SIZES Call 85 home
shone, 526. See ie Calloway Monument Works, V.ster Orr, owner.
West Main St., near college. M1C

supply
NOTICE: Just received
of Skrip ink in a new laree e:ono•
'Meal size, black .eunery
marking ink, various oixors ot
stamp pad ink, all colors ef foam
MONUMENTS
•ubber stemp pads, pre-inked. Also
Murray Marble and Granite Works save ii. inbering machine ink ales
builders of fine memorials for iiik-pads. Ledger & Times Office
over half c,htury. Porter White, Supply. call 55.
manager. Phone 121.
mlOc
HAVE YOUR noire 'aerated now
NOTICE: Attention Farmers. Need aga.ast termites. Five year guarana small compact book te record tee. We -spray for ants, moths,
receipts, disbursemen Ls, p archase silver fish, mosquitos, roachee and
of machinery„ depreciation, taxes, ,
hinese elm trees. Insured and
eitarest, insurance and mescellan- Icensed iNo. LPC0195). Kelly
cents items? We nos have Farm oxtermirne.ar and Pest Control.
Supply,
Secoot
Books. Office
ADC
Kelly Produce Co. Ph.441.
Daily Leer & Times- eall 55 TF
.
RADIATOR repair, att.omotive ma.
.
.
SPINET PIANO BARGAIN. This
chine shop service and re-built
fine, Spinet Piano in first class
Murray
Go
exchange.
to
motor
. taking
condition can by had by
541C
Auto Pues
.. Phone 15.
-ever -the mall paynsonte. Wriee to----------__
--arrange inspdteuei: fe'rectit Dept VALIRSDA k is Tot's Day! 25% off
Jopl.n Piano Company, Bo r 78: regular studio prices for children
Pa
6 mcs to 6 years enly. No appoint- ment necessary. Wells & Wratht•r
Answer to yesterday's Puzzle
Studie
NBC

NOTICE

•

EXCAVATION & bulldozer work
Wel.am Lee Thorn. Phone 435-M4.
el miles N. Almo Heights.
M8P
SPRING CLEANING. We clean
your home or office, panted walls
wallpaper and woodwork. Rugs
cleaned on your floor. All work
fully guaranteed. Weejellso clean
upholstered
furniture. Specialty
Will and Rug Deterger Co. Call
0634..
MTC
,WeTICL. We neve Letier tsixee
tcreftall expane.or. files. Harp le tter files. third cut. eftb cut and
straight cut manila file folders
and clear, amber, lemon and green
Cel-U-Dex index tabs. Ledg&
_ Tunes_ _Office Supply. easi_S5,

nt for
tiohaJJ

MONUMENTS first class material
granite and martsee. !erre selec-

,ICR2SSINoRD PUZZLE
ACROSS
I.
6- lien of flowwe
rl's
II
hi
12 - romarried
1415- .up forme?
17-- Peer Cones
soeh•r 1$- l'• nisd tnieir-1
is. ' -Arm of
t log for
2i

ion
i erint
11,
,
111:Is

•
2,-

Ten

'pi I
31- lIed wood
tree
'e
12 %icor reenee
_I

.

6

*

7

20

3 :4,

(
1
/4.19

4

15
;11

27

,...

:4V,1y

20

t3-1:11led
26-Animal
(cotton.)
33.-Detintte art1c11.

30

i33
3

st

2

47

45

43

•

V

40 41

39

17 36

5e

55

54

ii

65

Cl

.7

2,>/e

SS

2
57
Bola. W WNW P•Ww• 1•6111•06

A
i

25-Country of
Fornpe
34-Snetteor
35- Weighing
devices
33-114seks
37-Smooths th•
feathers of
Ea-Finished
. 41-Time g.,rie by
SS-Speed contiatt
4/1_n,,o)ne tyrant
41I-lireek letter
51-ghort sleep
53- P•eflt not
'Si- S,m t.,1 tor
ruthenium

HOMKO POWER MOWERS. Parts
ava:lable :n town. See ttim at
Thuemond's Mill. 2nd & Elm.
Al2C

,------ - -•
Bus. Opportunities

C

al•Pw'ge

FRANCE
A

ST

t

Wel

MONACO

?
COSSes

LOUIS

%Wen
SKATING CLUla

It

MONACO

.7N. An.
y
-

ft!.

.o.oe. to Auuti-, Tetter
and NavI•lo Brave. Swot' Brady,
Ircnil
Zane
.it the
Frent
Crey's "The Van'shing .1inerican,"
playine, Sieurria) at the Varsity
UNFURNISFED. APT.. 3 large
Theatre,
rooms Pr_vate beib, newly deg
arzted. Will !qua;
cool or o.:
b:at. Close to immure. Phone 730
TO SAVE MONEY
•
Al2C
or 620
On Your Plumbing
:TED AFL 3' co a.n.s.
ONE e
it. 1206 We it Main.
gut
.4-12C
Muse 325.
—
Pt um8ING CO
2- BEDROOM pt-irate- sititinttnent,
equipped for - eleetrx stuve. Ou.AlbC.
side e.ltrance. Call 12.17.

Elroy Sykes

MONACO, where Grace Kelly
goes as the bride of the ruler,
Prince Rainier, is so small (.59
mile) it can be shown in the
single photo here. The map
marks Monaco's points Of interest. The famed tourist and
gambling resort has around
24.000 population, none of
whom are permitted to gamble
in the casino, a regulation
which might be a lesson to outsiders but isn't. Besides a sunbathing climate, Monaco has
no income tax, both of which

probably contribute to ttie
largeness of the population for
so small a state. Prince Rainier is descended from the Grimaldi family, which began rul-

mg Monaco-1n 1297, -and, with- Various interauptions such as
the French revolution, has
since. Rainier is pretty much
an absolute monarch, too, but

AlT lu - dies- -without -an heel.
Monaco will become part of
France: Hence. Monaco-loving
lifc,narans will be glad to see
Grace Kelly show up.

By Er-,:e.
VVHY DID YOU
DO THAT,
MISTER?

AW--- MY BOSS.
BAWLED
CJI_---

196f. May.le Crelg. Reprinted by permiSslOn
rtIstritititeci by
Of Avalon
King Features Syndicate.

SYNOPSIS
( her dominant and strong-willed caught up with him on this ship?
Mrs May Teatilciwt-re wealthy Fee- motLer tweed het to give it up? He was ready to start • new
fud..vsger, nipit-- II II:ASA, loge,
Val had thought before that Mils ture, and he had decidod to start
she
boards
the
trouble
as
tante-a
-SS. Caribbean bound from Eneiand Featherstone would flatten out all that future in Jamaica. But why
to Jamaica Valerie Alison, a purity
redhaired nurse and Dirk Hanson who opposition as • steam roller would Jamaica? Why hadn't he gone
was engaged to Mrs Featherstone • flatten out a daisy. But surely El- back to practice In England?
daughter Eileen. at the time of her eeen, who was after all Mrs. Fea"He a very handsome, isn't he?"
death in an auto accident, accompany
ber. Val Is earning her passage by eart therstone's daughter, must have Dirk commented quietly.
Ina for Mrs. Fdithersu,ne. an ins.10 had some of her mother's sere • ^th
She started ancrturned back toby Imaginary Ills_ Dirk is overly attenuie bus Mrs. Featherston. hoping to of character? Had Eileen realized ward him sharply.
Eileen s herself that her relationship with
be considered in her wilt
earlier romance had been broken up by Bruce had been a mistake?
Whom do you mein?"
her mother. and her lover later became
But she was conscious pat'she
• doctor Mrs Featherstone becomeit
Uneasy
Voyage
had flushed.
but refuses to see the ship's surgeon-having already seen his name urn
But how odd that the two men
"Doctor Harridan, Doctor Bruce
the pass, nicer Nat, and even fears for
her life Val meets the man that Mrs who had figured so largely an El-' Harridan. I saw you watching hint.
featherstone had noticed among the teen's life should be nere on this He's almost too good looking to he
passengers-Si-ore Harridan-and tie Is
a doctor. He should have gone on
now In the uniform of the ship's sur- ship, shut in together for ten long.
geon Val learns that the will both days. Would there be repercus- the stage. But I suppose good
be working at same new hospital near Mons? Or would they both conven- looks help a doctor In his profession
Montego nay after the voyage. She
rilari learns that Dr. Harridan was iently forget the past, as two civ- too. EspeciaAty with his women paElleen's lover and that he had threat, ilized men might? Dirk might, she tients."
cued to kill Mrs Featherstone at the thought, looking across at hi., calm,
"Ti.:It's a non-professional viewHam she wrecked their Yomance.
unruffled face as he studied the point," she /rad coolly. "I've often
menu. But how would Dr. Harri- found that WOrrita patients prefer
CHAPTER 6
an ugly doctor."
IRK had already arranged that dan react? He must have studied
the passenger inn by now and
"That so?" He raised one light1.-• the three of them should have
would lenow that his one-time suc- ish eyebrow. "I suppose they're
a sniall table to themselves at the
cessful rival was on board.
stall clinging to the old-fashioned
side of the dining room by one of
Dirk. having apparently decided theory that good looks and intellithe portholes, but if Mrs. Feathergence don't go together. Of course
stone kept to her threat of not on his meal, put down the menu.
that's 'nonsense, but good-looking
,leaving her cabin, each meal Would "It looks as though they are gopeople do have the advantage that
gthviousiy become a tete-a-tete be- ing to feed us pretty well on this
sometimes they don't have to bash
tween Dirk and herself. Val wasn't ship," he commented cheerfully.
She looked at the long menu their brains so hard toe get by,
gore whether she liked the Idea
and," he added, his gray eyes
or not. She had hastily chaneed to with distaste. "I'm afraid I'm not
twinkling, "I shouldn't think Bruce
an indoor uniform and as she hur- hungry enough." she murmured. Harridan
would have to work his
"You should be: we breakfast at
ried into the dining room Dirk rose
brain hard, if at all, as a ships
smiling to welcome her. She sank dawn. It you cad call a cup of
doctor."
down into the chair the steward coffee and a piece of toast breakResents His Remarks
held out for her as though grate- fast!"
Somehow the casuai way he was
Oddly she found herself resentful to sit down.
"You took worried. Niiree All- talking was beginning to get on ing his remarks about Bruce. 'This
•
he commented. "Any fresh her nerves. "Yes. But -" She is Doctor Harridan's last voyage.
stopped. She was reminding her- He's going to work in a dispital
di rouble upstairs?"
Elbe shook her head. "Mrs. Fee- self that all that had happened pre- near Montego Bay."
"You've talked with him?"
terstone has been served her hinch. vious to this voyage was none of
She nodded. "Yee,"
and I hope after she's had a good her business.
hip
"But
what?"
asked
interest"Funny," he noised, smiling as
rest, she'll feel better."
edly.
though the idea.amused him. -that
Overly Excited
"I was only thinking that a great
you should have been talking to
doubt it," he said. "Tbe poor deal seeips to have happened since him while I've been trying to put
old girl seems to have worked ner- breakfast." A a she spoke, she some sense into Aunt May's head."
"Did you have any luck?" she
self up into quite a state." But he glanced across to where in the
center of the ,room Bruce Wes pre- asked eagerly.
spoke almost cheerfully.
"Oh, she'll probably dime down
Val couldn't help but be eine eiding at a Wile composed molely
rifted by his continued (died till ot women. Bruce was talking to once she's convinced herselt that
sitting
worthy
Doctor
Harridan
heade the
ttittide Since she knew now that one of the women
he cause or her patient's egeita- him, but it seemed to her even doesn't want to murder her," he
distance
that
from
this
he
e-a,
disnosely
said
lightly.
which
Iron was something
traught. She coied appreciate that
'The whle thing is too absurd,
concerned himself.
Hrul Eileen given up her love for tech Was he th[r11;1”g how the Isn't it!" alte milt noned.
(To Be Continked
Bruce Harridan willingly, or had I past had finally and strangely
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SHOE
BELK-SETTLE
FASHIONS 6" COMPANY
•

Hundreds of Spring and Summer Shoes

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

in the Style and Color You Want

West Side Court Square

Air

Full Line Ladies New Dress Shoes
•-•••••••••

•

•4)

'X
•••-•'N

`•••

•••1"

LADIES
NATURAL BRIpGE
PRESS'SHOES
_ _Dress Nylon Web_Punip
black and navy

$10.95

SWEET BRIAR OXFORDS
SMOKE and RED BUCK OXFORD
with Matching Crepe Sole

LADIES DRESS SHOES
in Black - Tan - Navy. French fir-k

$5.95

$3.95 - $5.95

NATURAL BRIDGE

HIGH HEEL PUMP

•

in Tan and Black Calf

$9.95

STRAP SANDALS

NATURAL BRIDGE

•

HIGH HEEL BLUE CALF

- - -

$5.95
NATURAL BRIDGE
CASUALS

with Sling Heel, Small Fench Heel

Pump with White Trim

in Light Blue and Green Leather

$9.95
LADIES NATURAL BRIDGE

$4.95

Strap Wedge Sandal in Beige or
Avocado
$7.95

SLING, CUBAN HEEL OPEN TOE
in Avocado, Green, Tan Leather

High Heel Wedge Sandal in White
$8.95

$9.95
FASHION LANE
Calf -Strap Pump in Foam Stitch
Vamp in b!ue and black calf

Wies Summer Sandals
BLACK-. PINK - BLUE - TAN - MULTICOLOR
Wide Assortment Styles and Heels

$198 and s9,5
slioe-b4t
oi
bit
A wee conliorit
tnual

$9.95
-•Cuban Heel Strap Pump
in black kid

.$9.95
____ •
Dress Oxford. Cuban Heel Open
Toe in black kid

$9,95

$9.95
CUBAN HEEL SANDALS
In Black Nylon Mesh and Black
Patent Leather Trim

$9•93
.

FLATS
ENCLOSED TOE AND HEEL PUMPS
RED. AVOCADO - BLACK - GRAY
$1.98 - $2.95

SLING FLATS
In BLACK - RED - r1LUE

$3.95 - $2.95
LADIES • BROWN OXFORDS
Amid EIROWN and WPITE IIADDLE-OXFORDS

12.95

•4

SWEET BRIAR FLATS

Wedges in Closed Heel and Toe
in Tan - Gray - Cream and Brown

only $5.95

$5.95

$5.95

BLACK and WHITE

SADDLE OXFORDS
BLACK CREPE SOLE

$5.95

SWEETBRIAR CASUALS

imemasi

.

Colors Red - Black - White - Blue

$5.95
-•High Heel Sandal
black patent leather - white calf

$10.95

JOLENE WEDGES

6

Wedge Heel, Elastic Vamp Closed
Heel and Toe i..555) Br t,••ii

$6.95 -

•

$9.95

___ • ____
White Pumps. Open Toe and
Closed Heel

Flat, flo•te,
,flon.tst little :Noe evert Your favorite
scoop sk-mmer in butler soft kid - teams up with
*our casuo: word.robel Flexible, yet snug -hugs
your instep. Such a tiny price, you'll'wont several
paws- we hove them in block and wonted colors.
suites 4.9, narrow and medium wid•hs.

in Black - Red - Navy or Taupe

$9.95
$9•95

"TEENAIRE"
KID SKIMMER

$7.95

Black Patent Leather High Heel
Pumps with white trim

-• High Heel Plain Leather Pump
in white

Crushed Kid Wedge Heel Sandal
in Cream Color
$8.95

with Elastic Around the Vamp

Cuban Heel Sandal
blue-rosebud, nylon mesh, flight
blue, smooth leather trim

- *

FLAT PUMPS

LADIES DRESS SHOES
in French Heel, Blue Calf

Low Cut Heels, Loafer Style in
White - Beige - Brown

•

RED RIDING HOOD
CHILDRENS SHOES
Frown and White. Black and
White Saddle Oxfords . .. $4.95
•
Childrens Brown Moc-Toe Blu Oxford
$4.95
•

CUBAN HEEL STRAP
Sandal - Cream Color

$8.95
$7.95

grv RIPING //0

°DI

ItS-P'

SHOES FOR CHILDREN

Boys Cordovan. Crepe Sole Oxford
$5.95
•
Childrens Loafers in B-C-D Widths
Brown
$4.95
•
Boys One-Strap, Moe Toe Slipper,
$4.95
•
'Childrens Two-Strap, Closed Heel
and Toe shoe
_
$4.95
•
chilthtens Red Riding Hood Shoes
in Tan. Black with White Trim
and strap
$4.95
•
Childrens Black Patent Leather
l'ump
$4 95
•
childrens Patent heather Shoes
$2.95 & $3.95
•
childrems Black and White Saddle
Oxfords, Black Sole
$3.95
Childrenq Brown and White and
Black and White Saddle Oxfords
and Brown Moc Toe Oxfords $2.95
•
Chillrens Brown and White and
Black and White Saddle Oxford,
Also Brown Oxfords
$1.98

,white

They rate
high with
youngsters

•

for
DRESS
or
PLAY
l
and

EVERYDAY
Black Suede
$4.95

Youngsters go for Red Ricring Hood
•
shoes. They like their srobrt styling and
smooth
comfortable fit. Mothers like them too, for their
sturdy, durable leathers and long wear.
Let us
fit your child in a pair today.

Black Patent
S4

II-

.5

•

